


JAJARO'
Length: 31.00 metres (101' 8")
Beam: 6.80 metres (22' 4")
Draft: 1.70 metres (5' 7")
Number of Guests: 8
Number of Crew: 4
Built: 2009
Refit: 2014
Builder: Tecnomar
Naval Architect: Luca Dini Design
Flag: Italian
Hull Construction: GRP
Hull Configuration: Planing hull
Air conditioning, WiFi connection on board

Jajarò is a planing motor yacht, resulting from the design of the
architect Luca Dini and from the careful work of Tecnomar
shipyard. The length/width ratio and the gravity low center,
make it a very stable yacht, featuring extreme comfort while
cruising even through rough seas. In 2014 she underwent a
major refit with a total repainting, the replacement of most of
the carpets and the enhancement of the air conditioning
system, as well as many slight improvements.
With her 31 meter-length, she offers wide outdoor spaces like
a couple of sun loungers with a sofa bow and a large aft deck
with dining table. The descent to the sea is easy and
convenient and the swim platform is connected with the

storage locker where the dinghy, water games and equipment
of diving are stored.

The large living room is composed of a large L-shaped sofa
with a dining table and the stairs leading to the cabins, set
behind the sofa. Cabins on the yacht are 4: a stateroom
located aft, full beam with walk-in closet and ensuite
bathroom; a VIP cabin located bow, also with cabin closet and
bathroom; two cabins with twin beds located in the center of
the yacht, both with ensuite bathrooms.
The interior design features modern and essential lines and a
careful choice of materials, with the perfect combination of
wood and leather, thus making the environment extremely
warm and comfortable.

Captain Inzaina and his crew of four, will be very attentive and
professional, and has a long experience in the charter. Chef
Giovanni, coming from the Sardinian island of La Maddalena,
will guide you through the discover of Sardinia’s flavors and
the most famous Italian dishes.

Jajarò is based in Porto Cervo next to the famous Yacht Club.



KEY FEATURES

1 Based in Porto Cervo with berth included

2 Excellent crew with 100% positive feedbacks

3 Two outdoor lounge areas

4 Big and elegant salon

5 Excellent conditions and every year refitted



Alfresco dining Sunset atmosphere

Stern aerial view Born aerial view



Salon Salon and sofa

Salon Indoor dining area



Some water toys Chef's creation

Chef's creation



SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 8
Number of Cabins: 4
Cabin Configuration: 2 Double, 2 Twin
Bed Configuration: 1 King, 1 Queen, 4 Single

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 2 x 2.400 HP MAN
Cruising Speed: 22 knots
Fuel Consumption: 600 Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: - Williams Jet Tender 3,25 mt
- Seabob F5
- SUP
- Water ski
- Snorkeling gear
- Diving gear
- Wakeboard
- Donut



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


